Another SPU photography competition was organized by the School of Medicine, UMS. This time, it was held in the SPU New Building site on the 29th of April 2011. The activity was officiated by the Dean of School of Medicine, Yg Berusaha Prof Dr Osman Ali. The theme for the competition was “The Angle of Creativity & Innovation”, where it can describe the talent and inspiration of the participant and expand it as an image. There were two categories in this competition. One was done on that day and one took place for a week. Only 3 best photos were chosen by the Dean and received the prizes.

There were 22 participants enjoying their day by taking photos to win the title and prizes. The judges for this competition were the Dean, AP Dr Zainal Anifir and AP Dr Khin Maung Ohn. Such competitions can help to expose the creativity of the participants as well as send a message to other people that school of medicine community can succeed in all fields including arts and science.